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PREFACE

Under the Federal Railroad Administration's (FRA) Improved

Track Structures Program, the Transportation Systems Center (TSC)

is conducting research to develop the engineering basis for more

effective track safety guidelines and specif{cations. The intent

of these specifications is to ensure safe train operations while

allowing the industry maximum flexibility for cost-effec~ive

track engineering and maintenance practices.

One of the major safety issues currently under investigation

under this program deals with track buckling. The work reported

here is part of this investigation dealing with the analytical

prediction of critical buckling loads and temperatur~s, supported

by experimental verification on an operating mainline railroad.

The authors would like to thank Messrs. C.H. Perrine and

H.D. Reed of the Transportation Systems Center, Messrs. R. Krick

and W.B. O'Sullivan of the Federal Railroad Administration for

their helpful comments and review of the report, and Mr. W.S.

Lovelace of the Southern Railway System for providing invaluable

assistance in conducting the tests.
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SUMMARY

The increased utilization of continuous welded rail (CWR) In.

U.S. tracks has resulted in an iricreasing number of accidents

attributable to derailments induced by thermal buckling·of rail

road tracks. In an effort to improve the safety of CWR, exper1-
. .' .

mental and analytic investigations were conducted by the

Transportation Systems Center (TSC) supporting the safety mission

of the Federal Railroad Admin1stration (FRA). This report des

cribes these investigations, and presents the results applicable

for improved safety, design and maintenance practices.

The experimental work primarily consisted of two full-scale

mainline thermal buckling tests on thiH~rrisonburg Line of the

Southern Railway .. These tests, one on tangent, the o~her on a

curved segment, included instrumentation to measure compressive

forces, temperatures, lateral and longitudinal displacements, and

track lateral resistance.

The.results of the tests were utilized in the development and

validation of analytic models for th~ prediction of the lateral

buckling response for tangent and curved tracks in the absence of

vehicle induced loads. The analytic models developed are capable

of predicting buckling temperatures, the " sa fe" temperature

increase, critical forces, and pre- and post-buckling displace

ments, 1n the presence of imperfections and finite (short) test

section influences.

The buckling analyses verification studies showed that the

theoretical predictions are in good agreement with the test data

resulting in an improved understand1ng of the track buckling

mechanism. On the basis of the experiments and theoretical

studies, the following major results and conclusions are

presented:

( 1
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1. Both tangent and 'curved track exhibited,relativelyhigh

buckling temperatures (above neutral), in spite of

initial imperfections.

2. The curved track exhibited a lower buckling temperature

than the tangent, a less "explosive" type of buckling,

and a. smaller buckled wave shape and amplitude~

3~ Measured values of lateral and longitudinal resistances

were in the range of 54 to 83 lb/in and 69 to 87 lb/in,

respectively, which can be taken as representative values

for "good" track based on the SR test track conditions.

4. The importance of adequate test section length was

manifested by the non-uniform axial force build-up and

test section end displac~ments, resulting in the

improvement of analytic predlctions by including

pre-buckled displacements and end-restraint parameters.

5. Established test concepts, techniques and metho¢ologies

for the conduct of full-scale buckling tests utilizing

locomotlves as a power source for rail heating.

xiv



1. INTRODUCTION

Thermal buckling of tracks In the lateral plane is an impor

tant problem in the design and maintenance of continu00s welded

rails. Th~ severity of the problem can be seen from Ref. [1]

where it is indicated that during the period 1976-1979, there

were at least 100 derailments in each year attributable to track
.,', I

buckling. The reporte~number of derailments in 1980 was 174,.

WhICh caused an estimated damage of $14.2 mil~ion. More signi

ficantly, for every buckling accident that caused a derailment,

it has been estimated that there were at least 10 buckling InCI

dents noted and corrected by timely track maintenance [2].

Current methods used by the track design and maint~nance

engineers to minimize the risk of track b~ckling are empirical.

Adequate designs need to account for the pr~per buckling tem

perature within a factor of safety. Given the maximum rail

temperature, TM, attained in the yearly cycle, the design may be

based on the criterion ~TB = fs(TM-Tn ) _where.~TB is the buckling

temperature increase, ~ is the neutral temperature and f s is the

factor of safety. Clearly, the higherT~ is, the larger the

safety factor will be. However, in winter when the rail temper

ature drops to its minimum T , there will be a .large tensile
. m. ".

stress proportional to (Tn-Tm), which, in conjunction with wheel

load stresses, may lead to rail fatigue fracture. Therefore, it

is important to optimize the rail neutral. temperature, taking

into account the regional variations of the maximum and the

minimum temperatures. The only guideline available in the U.S.

in this regard seems to be the AREA recommended practice [3],

which specifies a laying temperature range around the expected

mean temperature.

The problem is further complicated because of possible deviations

of the neutral temperature from the rail installation tempera-

ture. Rail de-stressing from time to time may be required. Track

maintenance-of-way engineers need to know simple inspection pro-

1



cedures to assess the neutral temperature and economic methods to

increase the buckling strength of service tracks, if required.

From the toregoing, it is seen that a number of problems of

pract1cal slgnificance need to be resolved in. the area of thermal

response of continuous welded rails. The currerit empirical

knowledge of track buckling is clearly not satisfactory, as

evidenced from the continued interest and need by the railroad

engineers 1n the U.S. and abroad, for a better understanding of

the buckling phenomenon and dependable safety specifications.

Ther~fore, in 1971:l, the Federal Railroad Adminis,tration (FAA)

initlated a major research program on this subject, with the

ultlmate aIm of development of recommendatIons on the safety

standards to minimize the number of derailments due to track

buckling. The Transportation Systems Center supports the FRA in

the conduct of the program by providing technica~ direction of

and involvement in the research activiti~s.

~he work reported here is a part of a major irivestigation

conducted by TSC on the analytical predictions of·critical

bucKling loads and temperatures, supported by ex~erimental veri

fIcation on op~rating mainline railroads In the U.S. The experi

mental work consisted of two major tests at The Plains, VA., one
. ,

on a tangent track and the other on" a curved track. The pUrposes

of these tesis were to compare the buckling mechanism for tangent

and curved track and to validate recently"developed analytic

models. Both test zones were fully instrumente~" for compressive

forces, temperatures, and lateral and longiiudinal displacements.

Analyses of the two test results, theoretical predictions, and

conclusions of practical significance are presented here.

A brief description of four additiohal tests performed-with

out instrumentation at The Plains, VA, and the two pilot tests

carried out earlier at Chattanooga, TN, is also presented.

2



2. BUCKLING RESEARCH REVIEW

2.1 REVIEW OF PAST WORK'

A'brief review of the past theoretical and experimental work

will be presented here.Ori the theoretical side, numerobs publi

cations exist~ the majority of the published work used incorrect

or inadequate formulaiions and are not suitable fo~ buckling

~nalyses as discussed by Kerr [4]. U~der certain simplifying

assumptions, Kerr [5] preserited a poat-buckling analysis for

tangent tra~ks without imp~rf~ction~: his analysis was intended

for the determination oft~e safe te~perature,increase and not

the buckling temperatures.*

To' study the ef fect of track imper fect ions', nonl inear i t ie s in

track paramet~rs, missing ties, and ve~icle and other external

loads, a versatile ~ethod has been developed by Samavedam [6],

~hich y{elds both the safe ,and buckling temperature 'increases.
, , "

Parametric studies a~d design data for CWR utiiization in Great

Britain have also been presented.

'Samavedam in [6] has also presented a theory for the curved

track with i~perfecti6ns, whic~ is the only curved track b~cklirig

theory available which predicts both the safe and thebutkling
, ",

temperature increases.

Buckling experiments were conducted by several railway organ

izations in the past. The majority of the tests were poorly

des igned and,' in some cases, led' to errorieous concl us ioris . 'In

the tests by'Ammann and Gruenewaldt [7], and by Nemcsek [8], the
r I!

rail compressive force was induced by hydraulic jacks, which is
I ~"

not a sui table method to~) simulate the thermal buckfing phenome-"',
non. Birmann and Raab [9] of the German Federal Railways con-

ducted rail heating/buckling ,experiments on a 150.9 ft. (46 m)

-------
*Refer to Figure 28 for a definition o~ safe temperature increase
and buckling temperature.

3



long track. As sho~n later, the test track was too short for

the results to be representativ~ of the intinite tl-ack. Bartlett

lID] of the British Railways experienced a similar shortc~mingby

uSln9 a short track otabout 118.1 ft. (36 m) long. NCrT)!2sdy [11]

and later Nagy [12] of the Hungarian Railways carried out .tests

on a 62~.e tt. (192 m) long track. Although th~ results were

mednt tor empirical use~ .they indica,ted for. the first time the.

1n t 1 uence of truck cur va ture and ,mov in9 loau s 011 tra ck. Bro1nberg

[13] oi the USSR railways conducted, test.s on a 328 ft. (100 ,m)

long track, and his results too were meant [or an ~mpiric~l use.

In v iew, ~[ .the co.nplexity of the phenomenon of track buckling,

empir1cal usc of n'sult~; IS ;)I c}uestiont':)le validity.

In l~79, Samavedam [1'4], then with the British Hailways,

conducted a set ot buckling tests on a speciallY,built track at

Old Dalby, England. Tlw track was 3L8 ft. (100 m) 'lo11g, with end

concrete olocks (sunk into thegrouriJ) to prevent end longitud~
. , , ~ ", .

inal movements. The rails were heated by direct current,

obtained by rectifying alternating .current from a three~phase.490
"- ' . ,.' ;. ~ ;.

volt supply. Th~ track was instrumented with strain gauges and

dIsplacement transducers. Suckling tests ,were conducted on a

tangen~ concrete tie track, with the aim of valida~iryg

S d ma ve dam I"sstr a i gilt t (' d C k ct Il cd y 5 e s [ 6 ]. In the t ests, . it",.'a s
• 'r , • ',' ~ • :

found that end movement of the concrete blocks occurred, which
-.' -; , -,' "'. ' . ',- .

resulted in a varying prebuckling compressive force in the rails.

The theory.was later modlfied to incorporate the end. movement due
. ." . l . . '~ ~

to the finite stiffness at the ends. Reasonable agre~ment

between the theory and the experiment was found [14]. Addi

tional test$ were caccied out 1n 1980, ~hich incl~~ed buckling

under an external lateral load and a moving vehicle.,

~.2 SCOPE OF THE PRESENT WORK

In contrast to the ,European test programsi~volving,sp~cially

built test tracks, the U.s. buckling test program centered
\l

d1rectly on mainline service tr~cks. ~his was motivated by the

fact that the pract1cal use of a theory can be appreciated only

4



when tested in realistic situations. The test results obtained

wer~ also of direct use to railroad engineers.

Mainline buckling tests are typically not undertaken because ot

the difficult technical and logistical problems posed by such a

la~ge-scale test program. Some problems and the solutions used

in the tests reported herein a~e briefly discussed here.

(1) Heating Equipment: It IS clear that the heating equip

ment could not be permanently housed at one location. A

mobile apparatus was needed. The use of diesel electric

locomotives to supply cu~rent to the rails as used in

the Hungarian tests [12) was found to be most suitable

source of rail heating. This concept was successfully

dernonst~ated for the first time in the u.s. at

Chattanooga in conjunction with two pilot buckling tests

conducted cooperatively with the Southern Railway

(Appendix 2).

(2) Track Resistance Characterization: Track parameters

(lateral and longitudinal resistances) have to be char

acterized and measured in a convenient manner with as

little disruption to traffic as possible. Existing

methods of pa~ameter measu~ement were found to be inade

quate and new approaches described in later chapters

were developed. A,mobile rig for measuring lateral

resistance was specially designed and fabricated.

(3) Instrumentation: The track occupancy time is generally

extremely limited for minimum disruption of traffic.

Rapid deployment of instruments such as strain gages,

lateral and longitudinal transducers, and temperature

transducers was imperative. The rail heating and buck

ling experiment had to be completed in less than two

hours I time. f'or fas t record ing of da ta, a Da ta logger

was used.

5



(4) Test Section Length: The problem of minimum test sec

tion length had to be re-examined, previous analytic

considerations being inadequate because of the finite

stiffness at the junctions between the heated and the

unheated rails. Fundamental ,studles were carried out to

analyze the behavior of finite tracks with finit~

stiffness [16]. This resulted in the choice of 656 ft.

(200 m) as the test section length.

6



3. 'l'EST CONOUC'!'

The two tests me~tioned in Section 1 (one on a tangent track

and the other on a 50 curved track) were performed during the

period ot 21-~a June l~81, on the Harrisonburg Line of the

Southern Railway in the to~n of The Plains, VA. The tests were

design~d in accordance with the requirement set forth in [17] and

conducted as planned in the experiment design [18]. Participat

ing in th~ tests were personnel from the Federal RailroaJ

Administration (FRA), Transportation Systems Center (TSC), Foster

Miller Associates, Inc. (FMA), the Southern Railway, and Portec,

Inc. The data collected during the tests were entered in the

Buckling Test Data file, available at TSC.

3.1 TANGENT TRACK

The track had 132 Ib continuous welded relay rails on wood

ties at 20-inch spacing, on a good quality granite ballast with

12"-14" shoulder. Alternate ties were box ~nchored. The test

section was 656 ft. (200 m) long. A central portion of the test

section was ta~ped to simulate a recently~eakened condition.

The rail and the track properties are listed in Table 1.

Although ttle annual tonnage is approximately 1.2 million gross

tons (MGT), the track was maintained to mainline quality

standards.

Instrumentation: The prima~y instrumentation for the buck

ling test consisted of eleven strain gauges (SGl-SG
ll

), four

temperature transducers (T I -T 4 ), three longitudinal displacement

transducers (U l -U
3

), and one lateral displacement transducer.

The deployment at the instruments is shown in Figure 1.

The strain gauges were compensated for bending and thermal

strains and directly yielded the force in the rail. The strain

gauges and the bridge circuit were tested in the laboratory prior

to the application in the field tests.·

7



TABLE 1 - RAI L AND TRACK PARAMETERS

RAIL PROPERTIES

WEIGHT:

YOUNG'S MODULUS, E:

AREA MOMENT OF INERTIA, 2I ZZ :

CROSS SECTIONAL AREA, 2A

COEFFICIENT OF THERMAL EXPANSION. Ot :

TRACK PARAMETERS

(MEASURED OR DERIVED)

132 LB./YO.

30 X106 PSI

2 X 14,2 IN,4

2 X12,95 IN,2

6,39 X10-6/ oF

TANGENT CURVED

BALLAST TYPE GRANITE GRANITE

RAIL ANCHOR EVERY OTHER TIE EVERY OTHER TIE

GRADE 0,6% 0.3%

TIE SPACING 20 INCHES 20~ I riCHES·

TIE MATERIAL WOOD WOOD

SHOULDER WIDTH 10-14 INCHES 12-16 INCHES

TEST LENGTH, 2 Q, 65~ FT, (200 M) 656. FT. (200 M)

~EUTRAL TEMPERATURE 71.3"F (21.8"0 72.3"F (22.4"0

. MlSALIGN. AMPLITUDE, 6
0

1.6 IN, (41 11M) 1.5 IN, (38 MrD

MISALlGIi. LENGTH, 2L 0 36 FT. (11 M) 36 FT, (11 M)

LAT~it4L RES ISTA;KC F0 54.3 LB/IN(972 83.3 LBIlI~ <1490
KG/M) KG/M)

LONG. RESISTA~CE, f o 69.3 LBIIN (1240 87,2 LB/l ~~ (1560
KG/M) KG/M)

END STIFFNESS , k 1.12 X ,09 LB/IN 1.12 X ,09 LB/W
(2 X 10 KG/M) (2 X 10 KG/M)

RADIUS OF CURVATURE, R 00 1148 FT. (350 M)

8
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'l'lie 19 transducers were monitored and r~ad at frequent inter

vals d ur i ng the tes t by means of a Da talogger. In add i t ion,

tnree X-Y plotters were uscd to obtain thc real-time graphical

output between SG I vs. Ll (rail force-lateral deflection

response), '1'1 vs. L1 (temperature-lateral deflection response)

and SG 9 vs. Ul (end stiffness).

A ~a~netic tape recorde~ was also used to record the output

from the transducers and served as a standby for the datalogger.

Test Procedu~e: In the ear ly :norn ing of the buckl ing test

day, the rail anchors were removed, the rails were cut at the

ends of the test section and de-stre~sed for the purpose of pro-

vlding a known, uniform, stress-free temperature in the rails and

also to glve a zero reference level for the output of the strain

g.:wges. The joints were closed subsequently, using four

insulated JOlnts, and the t~ack was re~anchored. During the

ro-anchoring process, rall temperature and t~e strain gauge

readings were recorded. These data areneed~d to d~termine the

correct stress-free temperature.

Prior tq the installation of the insulated joints, a lateral

misalignment was set at the center using the lateral pull rig

deSIgned for an earlier test at Readville" MA. The rig applied a

lateral force at the center. At various lateral force levels,

P L, the lateral dIsplacements at Xi(i=O~1,2,3) (Fig~re 2) were

measured using string pot type displacement transducers. When a

maXImum imperfection amplitude 01 2 in. (51 mm) was reached, the

lateral load was removed. The track recovered a few millimeters

and resulted in a final permanent set of 1.61 in. (41 mm) over a

length of 36.1 ft. (11 m). This constituted the Shape I type

misalignment (see Figure 15) for use in the buckling analysis.

The final misalignment shape was measured relative to a string

line. The load-deflection data collec.ted in the misalignment

setting were needed for computing the lateral resistance.

10
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After the foregoing operations, the electric resistance

heating of the rails was started. The current was supplied by

tile two diesel electric locomotives especially converted to uti

lize their alternators as a heating source. The locomotives were

stationed at one end at the test section, while :two hopper cars

were placed at the other end to provide symmetrical and restraint

conditl.ons.

lnitially, a-low current «1000 amperes) was sent through the

rails to check all the instruments for proper functioning, after

which the current was increased and kept between 4000-6000

amperes. The current strength was again reduced prior to reach

ing the estimated buckling temperature and tbe datalogging - fre

quency was ~ncreased until the track buckled. Typical outputs

from the Datalogger are shown in Table 2 and the rate of heating

in Figure 3.

After the -track buckled, the current was shut_ off, and the

bucKled wave shape was measured. The resulting mode shape can be

seen in T~ble 3. The heating was restarted and continued for

another 15 minutes to obtain additional data on the post-buckling

response of the track. The deformed rails incurred sufficient

yl.elding as to require replacement.

3.2 CURVED TRACK

The track for this test was similar to the tangent track

except for a curvature of 5°. The test length was 656 ft.

(200 m). The procedure was similar to that described for the

cangent track.

Instrumentation: The instrument deployment is shown in

Figure 4. As in the tangent track, the instrumentation consisted

at 11 strain gauges (SG1-SG ll ), four temperature transducers

(Tl-~4)' three longitudinal displacement transducers (U I -U3 ), and

one lateral displacement t~ansduce~. In addition, four lateral

displacement transducers (L 2-L S ) were used to study the radial

l~



TABLE 2 - TYPICAL OUTPUT FROM DATALOGGER
(TANGENT TRACK)
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TABLE 3: BUCKLED MODE SHAPES FOR TANGENT
AND CURVED TESTS

TANGENT TEST

5.3"1.75"

,
20.5 --

~TB (ABOVE STRESS FREE)
AXIAL FORCE PER RAIL

= 139°F (AVG,)
= 134· TONNES

5° CURVED TEST

~/3"[· ~

I~ 75.5' .\

~ TB (ABOVE STRESS FREE) = 110°F (AVG,)
AXIAL FORCE PER RAIL = 108 TONNES

15
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(lateral) movements in the breathing zone, i.e., zone adjacent to

the buckling zone. Again, all the instrument outputs were

recorded on a Datalogger. As in the tangent track, X-Y plotters

were employed to obtain the response characteristics and the test.

track end stiffness.

Test Procedure: De-stressing, misalignment installation, rail

heating, etc., were all carried out in the same manner as for the

tangen t track. An in i tial imperfec t ion of 1. 5 in.' ( 38 mm) over

36.1 ft. (11 m) was installed, and force-deflection data were

collected to compute the lateral resistance. The track buckled

in Shape I mode (see Table 3). Typical outputs from the data

logger just before and after buckling are shown in Table 4. The

rate of heating is shown in Figure 5.
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TABLE 4 - TYPICAL OUTPUT FROM DATALOGGER
(CURVED TRACK)
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4. TRACK PARAMETERS

Tne quantitative determ1nation of relevant track parameters

tor use in the analyses constituted an important part of the'

tests. No attempt was made to ,control para~eters artificially in

the tests, except1ng for the. initial misalignment. This resulted

in a realistic response of the test track and representative data

for the service track. In the following, the key parameters

requll.-ed for use in the th~ory as given in Section 5 are briefly

discussed.

4. 1 S'l'RESS-F REt: TEi"IPERA'l'U.R.E

Stress-free or neutral temperature 1S de[lned as the tempera

ture dt wh1Ch no resultant longitudinal force acts in the rail.

IJeally, this, ,WOUld be the rail temperature at the instant of

closing the joints after the de-stressing operation. In practice,

however, Joint closing and re-anchoring takes finite time and the

rail temperature changes Juring this period. The method of

d '2 tenn in i ng the s tt-ess- [ree tempera ture in the tes t was to plot

the rall force (as read by the strain gauges) against the rai,l

temperature, as shown in Figure 6 for the'tangent track and

F1gure 7 for the curved track, and extrapolate the graph to cut

the temperature axis. In these figures, SG 2 readings (the strain

gauge situated at 41 ft. or 12.5 m from the center) were used

rather than SG I which was located in the misalignment zone. The

lOglc in titting the data by a straight line 1n Figures 6 and 7

1S that, after re-anchorin':3for small levels of force, the

relationship between the force and the temperature increase is

linear.

As seen from Figures 6 and 7, the stress-free tempera.ture

works out to be 7l.'30F (2l.SoC) for the tangent and 72.3 0 F

(22.40 C) tor the curved track.

4.2 iNITIAL MISALIGNMENT

The purpose of the in1t1al misi.llignment was to assess the

track bUCKling sensitivity to imperfections. It would also

20
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precipitate buckling to occur at a chosen place (center) and

facilitate the determination of the track lateral resistance. As

stated earlier, the misalignment was set by applying a 'lateral

force through a hydraulic jack, connected to a reacting bulldozer

(Figure 2).

Tangent Track: For the purpose of computing the lateral

resistance, the lateral deflections at x=O, x=x
l

' and x=x
2

were

recorded at different load levels, as shown in Figure 8.

The final misalignment shape at the commencement of the

buckling test was measured relative to astringline and also

shown in Figure 8. The amplitude of the misalignment is about

1.61 in. (41 mm), within a chord length of 36.1 ft. (11 m).

Curved Track: The setting of ~isalignment posed certain

problems. The bulldozer had to be placed in a ditch and consi

derable effort was required to apply a purely horizontal force,

working against a 2.5" superelevation. In addition, it was found

that at high lateral load levels, the reacting bulldozer did not

provide adequate restraint.

The lateral deflection and force measurements taken during

the misalignment setting for the curve are shown in Figure 9.

Also shown is the final misalignmeryt shape, with an amplitude of

1.5 in. (38 mm) over a length of 36.1 ft. (11 m).

4.3 LATERAL RESISTANCE

Existing methods for determination of track lateral resist

ance rely on pulling a single or a panel of ties. Single tie

tests are not suitable, in general, because of tie-to-tie variation

in ballast conditions and discrete panel tests are also unsuit

able for service track as they involve cutting the rails. No

convenient method of measuring lateral resistance of service

tracks exists in practice. Therefore, the following methods have

been developed for the determination of track lateral resistance

for the buckling test.
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Tangent Track

Method 1: Lateral Resistance Computation from Misalignment

Setting

This method utilizes the track deflection-force data obtained

in Section 3.1 while the initial imperfection is set by the

application of a lateral force (Figure 2). We assume that the

track behaves like a beam in bending in the lateral plane and

that there is no compressive force in the rails when a lateral

force P
L

is ~pplied at the origin. The differential equation

describing this behavior is:

El WillI = P
L

0(0) - F(w) ( i )

For this purpose, it is necessary to consider the

Here 0(0) is the Dirac delta function, El is the flexural rigid

ity, F(w) is the lateral resistance function, and the primes

denote derivatives with respect to x.

F(w) is generally a nonlinear function of w, as shown in

Figure 2.2, and it attains the steady value F when the railo
deflection w > w (Figure 2.2). Since F is an important parame-

- 0
ter in the buckling analyses, Equation (i) will be used to deter-

mine F .
o

response of the portion of the deformed track in which w > w,

hence F = F. Assuming the PL is sufficiently large as to yield_ 0

w
3

> w, the four deflection values w = w. (i=0,1~2,3) at x = x.,
- . 1 . 1

together with the two conditions at x = 0, viz., Wi = 0, Wi I I =

P
L
/2El, will determlne the six unknowns, namely, El, F and the

-- 0

four Integration constants appearing in the solution of Equa-

tlon (i). The fact that an equivalent El will also result from

this method is useful as this value can be compared with the

generally accepted value computed from the material and the

section properties of the rails. The method requires measurement

of the four deflections with good accuracy and an engineering

judgment of w. For an approximate determination of F , w can be
o

considered as small and ignored.
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Method 2: Lateral Resistance from Post-Buckled Equilibrium Shape

This method uses the compressive £o~ce-deflection data of the

buckled track. The d i f feren t ial equation for the' tangen t track

can be shown as (see Section 5)

EI Willi + P(w" + W II) = +F·
0-0

( i i)

Since the buckling deflections are large,,' it 1S justified to use

the constant value F
o

for the resistance . The .~ -signs are to,

account for the sign of w in the Shape III.mode (see Section 5~

Flgure 15). Here, w I I is the second derlvative of the initial
o

Jnlsal ignment in the track.

The compressive force P is read from the stra·in gauges.

(Gauge 2, which is in the buckled zone, is considered here rather

than Gauge 1 at the center, as there is plastic yielding of the

rail at the center. This is discussed later.) Equation (ii) is

sol ved conven ien tly by the Four ier techn ique .(se~ Sec t ion 5). To

simplify computations, EI is assumed known in the analysis

(although it does not have to be), and knowing P, L
l

, L, w
max

(Figure 15) and using Eq. (ii), F
o

can be evaluated. .~

Curved Track

Method 1 - - ,<'

We assume that there is no compressive, force in the rails

when the lateral force is applied.

wEI -- = P 0(0) - F
4 'L 0

R

The differential equation is

( iii)

where the dots denote the derivatives witb respect to e (Figure

15). As in the case of tangent track, Eq.(iiit can be inte

grated and from the lateral force-deflection data collected

durlng the misalignment setting (Figure 9), one can evaluateFo'
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Method 2

The buckled equilibrium equation for the track can be shown

to be (Section 5)

EI + Pw + ~
Pww

F 0 ( i v)7 = 7R
2 0 R

The compressive force P in the buckled zone is read from the

strain

solved

of the

gauges. The differential equation (iv) is conveniently

by the Fourier technique andF can be evaluated in terms
o

maximum deflection and P.

Numerical Results

For the tangent track, the following results are obtained

from the data in Figure 8. It is assumed 'that w = 0 in Method 1.'

PL lb '( kg)

13194 (5985)

1 5 0 79 (6 8 4 0 )

--:------10--------6
.112 x 10 (.328xlO)

.102 x 10 10 (~299xl06)

F lb/in (kg/m)o

57.6 (l031)

63.0 (l127)

The value of EI is about 20 percent higher than the value

obtained from material and sectional properties of rails. This

may be attributed to the influence of torsional resistance pres

ent in the track. The average value of lateral resistance is

60.3 lb/in (l078 kg/m).

In Method 2, the data used for the tangent track are

EI = .1 x 1010 lb-in 2 = .293 x 10 6 kg/m 2 , L = 49.5 ft. = 15.1 m,

L l = 20.7 ft. = 6.3 ffi, L = 18.04 ft. = 5.5 m,w = 25 in. =o _ max
.635 m, ~ = 1.61 in. = .041 m, P = 69.2 tons or 138,380 lb;o '
(interpolated from SG

2
and SG

3
) for the two rails. Fo is found

to be 48.3 lb/in (865 kg/m). The value is reasonably close to

that of Method 1, when one considers the variable nature of

revenue service tracks.
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For the curved track, only one set of readings at P = 17907
--------.,.....- L

Ibs (8122 kg)' (Figure 9) is believed to b'e re'liable for calcu-

lating the lateral resistance. This has yielded the following

result

P
L

Ib (kg) F Ib/in (kg/m)
()

17907 (8122)
'-;-- -----10----------~
.115 x 10 (.337xlO) 99.4(1779)

The EI val ue obta ined i. s reasonable. "The 1 a teral re sis tance

Fo = 99.4 ib/inch = 1779 kg/m is consider~bly higher than

expected.

curved track, the data used are

.293 x 10 6 kg/m 2 , L = 37.7 ft. = 11.5 m,

is = 1.5 in. := .038 me, W' = 13.4 in. =
o max

m, P = 138.5 tons or 276,980 lb. for the two rails. The

In Method 2 for the
10 Ib ' 2EI = .1 x 10 -In =

18.04 ft. = 5.5 m,La =
0.34

lateral resistance is found to be 67.1 Ib/in. (1200 kg/m).

The difference in the obtained lateral resistance values for

the tangent and the curve may be at tr ib'utable'to the wider

shoul~er width and more cemented ball~st on "the curve. For

analysis purposes, the average values of 54.3 Ib/in (972 kg/m)

and 83.3 Ib/in (1490 kg/m) for the tangent and curve, respec

tively, were used.

4.4 LONGITUDINAL RESISTANCE

Longitudinal resistance is the resistance experienced by

rails as they move in the longitudinal direction. Usually rail

anchors are tight, and ties also move along with the rails. The

resistance offered by the ballast to ties will then be the longi

tudinal resistance. In some situations, the anchors may be loose

or missing, resulting in rail slippage over the ties, and hence,

results in reduced resistance.
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'1'1H2 mathematical representation of the longitudinal resist

ance 15 yener-ally of the form f(u) = f tanh ~ u [6]. Here, f is
, a ' ,a

th~ constant value reached for large longitudinal displace-

ment, u, an,j ~ 1S a stiffness parametec.

~here are no simple ways of deter-mining the longitudinal

resistance at tracks in service. In the buckl1ng cxperiment~

advantage can be taken of the rail force levels indicated by the

strain qC1uges. The lon.gitudinal equilibrium equation in the ZO:1e

adJacent to the buckled zone can be sho~n as (Figure 14)

dP
-j = t(u), x (v)

For large u, f(u) being +f , the rail force gradient is a rlirect
- 0 '

measure of t. The following me.thods are used to determine thiso '
gradient.

l'1e tbod 1

If we ~onsider the prebuckling longitudinal displacement~,

the lar-gcst movement occurs at the ends of the test section due

to f1nite stiffness at the ends.

10) ,

fo~. the tangent track (Figure

Sim1larly, tor the curved track (Fi~ure 11), SG 6 and 5G B va10es

indicate:

Method 2

In this method. we consider the post-buckling longitudi~al

movement of the rails. The largest movement occurs near the ends

of the buckled zone. From Figure 10, for the tangent track:
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For the curved t~ack (Figure 11):

f o = 2(SG
6

-SGS )/25 = 102.8 Ib/in (1840 kg/m)

The two methods yielded significantly different results,

which can be attributed to the variable nature of the track. The

resistance may also be dependent on the direction of movement.

It is also nonlinear with respect to the longitudinal movement.

4.5 END STIFFNESS

The end stiffness at the junction between the heated test

rail and the unheated cold rail outside the test zone is an

important parameter in the analysis of finite tracks. Figures 12

and 13 show the relationship between SG g and Ul for the tangent

and the curved tracks, respectively.

In the tests, the longitudinal transducers were connected

late (after th~ de-stressing operations) when there were already

some movement due to the temperature increase~ The data plotted

in Flgures 12 and 13 were not corrected for the initial displace

ment. It is believed that with this correction, the graph would

intercept the force axis nearer the origin. The graph is linear

ized and the stiffness works out to be

k = 1.12 x 10 6 Ib/in (2 x 10
7

kg/m)

both for the tangent and curved tracks.

4.6 SUMMARY

1. A summary of the track parameters determined by the

foregoing analyses is presented in Table 1 for both the tangent

and the curved tracks. The final resistance values given are the

average values obtained from Methods 1 and 2. This averaging

must be done to accommodate the variable nature of the track

characteristics.
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2. The track, even after tamping, showed a lateral

resistance of 54 Ib/in and 83 Ib/in for the tangent and curve,

respectively.

3. The longitudinal resistance of the track is high (70 - 87

Ib/in) even when every other tie is box anchored. The resistance

seems to be unequal in the two directions.

4. The apparent flexural rigidity EI of the track is about

20 percent higher than the usually assumed value.

5. The end stiffness obtained between the cold and hot junc

tions is about 1.12 x 10 6 Ib/in. This seems reasonable, when

compared with previous data obtained at the Chattanooga, TN,

buckling test site (Appendix 2). British Rail test track with

end concrete blocks had a stiffness of one order of magnitude

higher [14].
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5. GENERAL THEORY

In order to analyze and interpret the results of the buckling

tests, a general theory accounting for the finite track length, the

finite stiffness and the prebuckling longitudinal movements is

given below.

The initial' (prebuckling) displacement is sketched in

Figure 14. It can be shown that the end effect is telt up Lo d .

distance, £ , where
s

'. '"

£ s
(1)

When buckling occurs there will be a drop in the rail force in the

buckled zone. This will result in some longitudin~l movement of a

part of the adjoining region towards the buckle. The force will

be redistributed as shown' in Figure 14. It,-isclear that the peak

of the force curve occurs -at the point of zero longitudinal dis

placement.

5.1 EQUATIONS FOR THE BREATHING- ZONE

It is convenient to divide the adjoining zone into two regions:
,

L < x < Q'lJ and £1 < x < L Let Ul and U2 be the net longitudinal-
displacements in the two regions after buckling. The differential

equations are:

( 2 )

(3 )

It has been shown in an earlier work [6], that, u, the displace

ment in the buckled zone Ixl < L can be expressed in terms of P

and w, the lateral displacement. Also,
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U I I P -aT= - - + (4 )x=L EA

UlX=L
PL

+ aTL Z= - (5 )EA

where

Z = fh 2
+ W'W~) dx (6 )

For an assumed value of L, P is determined from the trartscehdental

equations as shown later. There are now six unknowns in the prob

le~~ Cl , C2 , C3 , C4 , £1 and T, the temperature. These are deter

mined from the following continuity and end conditions:

o

U21 . = 0
x=£l

I I

Ul = U2x=£ X=Z1 1

U i I = u' ,I .1 .. x=Lx=L

P + f o (2£1-1-L) ~ kU21' '.
x=£

(7.2)

(7.3)

(7.4)

(7.5)

,( 7.6)

Equations 7.1-7.3 represent the continuity between region 1 and
, . '.

region 2. Equations 7.4 and 7.5 represent the continuity between

the buckled zone and region 1. Equation 7.. 6 gives the end stiff

ness condition. After some lengthy algebra,it can be shown, that

the final equation for the determination of £1 is given by:
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2AE AE
- ---kn (1 + L/£,) +----

X- f £, 2
o

(~ + Z)]

( 8)

It is not difficult to show that the foregoing cubic equation has

only one positive root for £1 < £. The final equation for the

temperature T, is given by:

T = +~+_z_
AEo £10:

(9 )

For the special case where the end stiffness, k, approaches infi

nity, £1 approaches Q, and equation 9 reduces to the previously

derived equation for finite tracks [15]. The equation for

curved track is similar (with appropriate changes in Z).

5.2 EQUATIONS FOR BUCKLED ZONE (TANGENT TRACK)

The following equations are derived under the usual assump-

tions for the buckles zone, i.e., the lateral resistance F(w) =
Fo ' constant, and the longitudinal resistance f o = 0 (see Refer-

ence 6). Both Shape I and Shape III modes (see Figure 15) will be

considered for tangent track because of the mode transformation taking

place from I to III, as explained later. The track, at the instant

of buckling, was in Shape I although the final post-buckled shape

was III.

The initial track imperfection is assumed to be sinusoidal:

(10)
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SHAPE I

The differential equation is:

EI w'" I + P w.. = - F - P w I I
o 0

The boundary conditions are as follows:

(11 )

at x = ± L w = Wi == Wi I = 0

at x = 0 w' =W '" =0 '(11.1)

(11.2)

Let

<Xl

(rn;~ )w(x) = L A cos
1,3,5 ...

rn

co

(x) L (rnnx)F = a cos 2L
0 1,3,5 ...

rn
co

(m;~)w I I = L b cos
0 1,3,5

rn

By Fourier analysis

a = 4F 0 sin (rnn)rn rnn 2

(12 )

(12.1 )

(12.2)

(12.3)

b rn = ~·lL
o

W I I

o

=
no (L/L )

o 0
cos

rnnLo
2L

for L
o

< L
(12.4)

also

=

42
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A
m

(12.6)

The complete solution is obtained by stipulating that

Wi Ix=L

which gives

= £ Am(;q sin (m;) = G
1,3,5 ...

(12.7)

1,'3,5 ...

co

. ,

L
4F L 3

o mTl
---- sin 2Elm Tl

BTl (0 /L ) coso 0
sin

= 0 (13 )

Equation 13 determines S, the smallest root of which occurs between

(TT/2) 2 and (3TT/2) 2.

- 2
Here S = PL lEI (13.1)

The value of Z required in the temperature equation (9) is

calculated from:

W'w ')dXo 'z = f (w~ 2 +

= t (w~ 2 - >M0 ..) dx

which after integration by parts becomes:

L
== 2' [

112 t
odd

(14 )
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SHAPE III

In computing the post-buckling respon~e (determined by Shape

III), it is convenient to neqlect the initial imperfections, as the

latter are very small compared to the former and do not signifi

cantly influence the response beyond the safe" temperature.

The differential equation is

EI WI' I I + P w" = - F(x)

From Figure 15, it is clear that

F(x) = + F for - Ll < Ixl < Ll0

= F for Ll
< Ix I < L

0

(15 )

(15.1)

The boundary conditions are the same as Shape I, equations 11.1

and 11.2. In addition, there is the requirement that

Writing wand F(x) as

co

(m2't)w(x) = L A cos
1,3,5 ... m

co

F (x) L (mnx)= a cos -iL
1 , 3 , 5 . . .

m

we find that

a = 4Fo [2 () ()]m mn sin m;t sin m2n

where t = (LI/L) and

(16)

(16.1)

(16.2)

A =m

a m

44
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The boundary conditions together with equation 15.2 results in two

transcendental equations for the determination of t and P. This

work has been done before [6] and it has been found that

t = 0.385 and B = = 57 (17)

The expression for Z is:

z (18 )

5.3 EQUATIONS FOR BUCKLED ZONE (CURVED TRACK)

Initial misalignments are again assumed to be 'sinusoidal':

(19)

where 0 is the amplitude or the offset and 2R ¢ = 2L is the
000

length over which the misalignment occurs. For symmetric

buckling mode (see Fig. 15) the differential equation is:

F + ~
o R

Pw
o

7
(20 )

L
1,3,5 ..

Let w =

(21.1)

(21)

co

Am cos (m2TI¢8)

(F E:)-(F p)o R - 0 R2

and

P

R2
w

o
P=

R
2 ~ bm cos (m;¢8)
1~,5

(21.2)
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The value of a is the same as in equation 12.3 whereasm

. cP

(m;¢8) deb = ~10
w cos

m cP 0

0

= (21.3)

Also,

- P/R) a +
A

m
= 4m PmTT -2ep

R2

(21.4)

The complete solution is obtained if it is stipulated that

wIs =ep

;-

= 0

that is,

00 (m; )L A m sin = 0
m

1,3,5

which determines P or S, as before. The expression for Z in

equation (9) is:

(21. 5)

·2 w ww 0+--+--
2R

2
R

2 ) de, which

) dS

after integration by parts becomes:

(21. 6)= t [( m2TT~R )

1,3,5 •..

sin (m;) ~
_ 2

+ (m
R

)

4.6

~]



The maximum deflection is

wmax

00

= L Am
1,3,'5 ...

(21.7)

5.4 NUMERICAL SCHEME

All the relevant theoretical equation~ are easily programmable

and are operational at TSC. A summary of the numerical scheme for

the tangent track Shape I mode is given here. The scheme for the

curved track is similar~

(1) Select ,L varying from 3 to 15 meters in small incre

ments, such as O.25m

(2r-D~teimine B~for each L from the transcendental ~q~ 13,

using Newton Raphson:method of iteration. Determine P
. from' Eq .' 13 '.1

( 3 ) Compute a from Eq. 12.3, b from Eq. 12.4 or 12.5m m

(~) . Compute A from, Eq. ,12 ~ 6 and w from Eq~ 12 1.m max

(5) Compute Z from Eq. ·14

(6) Determine ~l trcim'~q. 8. Accept the'pcisitive ioot

0, < ~ 1 < ~ y, •

(7) Com~ute T from Eg. 9

(8 ) Plot T vs wand P vs wmax max

Parametric studies have been carried out ,using the foregoing

theory and the results will be presented in the forms of graphs

and charts in a forthcoming publication [16].
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6. TANGENT TRACK ANALYSES

The rail and the tangent track parameters summarized in

Table 1 will be used in the general theory given in Sectio~ 5.

The numerical results obtained from the theory will be compared

with the test data recorded.

6. 1 TEMPERATURE: ,DEFLECTION RESPONSE

The theoretical buckling temperature (above neutral) was

computed to be 136o F. The test value is slightly higher at 1460 F

indicating fairly good agreement. The buckled mode was the Shape

III type. The maximum deflection obtained from Shape III theory

is also in reasonable agreement with test value. Additional post

buckling measurements taken after the track buckled and as the

heating continued, are also shown in Figure 16; which confirm the

Shape III theoretical predictions. The theoretical safe tempera

ture increase, ~TS is 78
o

F. It has not been possible to check

this value from the test conducted.

It should be noted that Shape I analysis was used to predict

the buckling temperature, while Shape'III analysis was used for

the "final mode shape. This is j~stified because the track
, ~

started to buckle in Shape I (due to Shape I imperfection),

although its final shape was that of mode III. The transfor

mation of the mode shape from I-to III during buckling appears to

be a common characteristic of the tangent track. The same phe

nomenon was noticed in the recent British Rail buckling tests in

which a high-speed camera ~ecorded the mode change.

6.2 RAIL FORCE-DEFLECTION RESPONSE

The theoretical rail compressive force values, as obtained in

Shape I and III analyses, and the test results are plotted

against the maximum central track deflection in Figure 17.

Again, the test results agree better with Shape I'theory before

buckling and with Shape III theory after buckling, which further

supports the contention tha~ the mode change took place during

buckling.
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It is interesting that the compressive force in the buckled

zone lS reduced by 80 percent after buckling. The force in the

two rails before buckling was 616,000 Ibs (280 metric tons);

after buckllng it fell to 132,000 Ibs (60 metric tons), thus

considerable strain energy in the track was released because of

buckling.

6.3 BUCKLED WAVE SHAPE
<

Figure 18 shows the measured lateral deflections versus the

theoretically predicted wave shapes. The experimental .curve is

not entirely symmetrical. The theoretical maximum deflection is

slightly less than the test result. The theoretical and the

observed wavelengths are in good agreement.

6.4 RAIL FORCE VARIA'l'ION

The longitudinal rail force buildup with temperature, as

indicated by the strain gauges, has been plott~d in Figure 19.

The varLatlon of the force along the track just before and just

after buckling is also shown. In Figure 20, a comparison has

been made between the theoretical and the test results. The

agreement is satisfactory.

It must be noted -that the compressive force levels before

buckling, as recorded at SG
3

and SG 4 locations, follow the law

P = AEaT, showing that there was no longitudinal movement of the

track at this place. From SG 4 to SG g (the end of the test sec

tion), the compressive force, before buckling, drops off almost

linearly and is no longer determined by the simple relation

P = EAaT. This is in agreement with th~ general theory presented

in Section 5, and is an important characteristic of finite tracks

wlth finlte end stiffness. It should be pointed out that in the

case of the infinite track, constant force levels would exist

before buckling, for uniformly heated rails.

The prebuckling forces in the central zone (as recorded by

SG
2

and SG
l

) are slightly less than that at SG
3

. This can be
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explained by the fact that the track relieves some of its com

presslve force due to the growth of imperfection with temperature

increase.

As can be seen in Figure 19, the after-buckling reading SG
l

at the center showed a force level that is higher than SG
2

and

SG3. It is believed that SG
l

reading became SpUL10US after

buckling because the rail yielded plastically at the

center. Calculations, not presented here, indicated that the

comblned bending and the direct stLess indeed exceeded the yield

stress on one side of each rail base. The stLain gauge was, of

course, fixed on the web. Its reading was nevertheless in error,

as the neutral axis must have been shifted from the oLiginal

posltion and unsymmetrical bending effects could not be compen

sated by the strain gauge set.

It is believed that the corLectvalue of the fOLceat the

center after buckllng can be obtained by extrapolating the read

ings of SG
2

and SG
3

.

6.5 LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT VARIATION

In the test, only three longitudinal displa~ement transducers,
were used. Two were located on one side of the tLack (U

l
and

U
3
). U

l
was at the end and U

3
was at about 183.7 ft. (56 m) away

from the center. The data fLom the transducers, taken before and

after buckling, are plotted in Figure 21. The theoretical curves

are also shown in the figure.

The limited test data agree with the theoLetical predictions

reasonably. The expected maximum is around 1.57 in. (40 mm)

towards the center, occurring outside the buckling zone at about

65.6 ft. (20 m) from the center. Unfortunately, no transducer

was located here and this value could not be verified by the test

data.
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6.6 SUMMARY

1. A list of important results derived from the theory and

the correspon.d ingtest val ues~ are presented in Table 5. It may

be concluded that the overall agreement between the theory and

the experiment is good.

2. The prebuckling compressive force distribution in a

finite track with finite stiffness is different from that of the

infinite track. In the latter, the force is constan·t ~long the

track, whereas in the former, it drops off at the ends.

3. A symmetric imperfection produces a symmetric buckling

mode. Based on other field. tests, in .. general, Sha~e III ieems to

be the final mode for tangent track. Mdde charige from Shape I to

Shape. III can occur when the initial imperfection is Qf.$hape I.

, j
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TABLE 5 - SUMMARY OF COMPARISON BETWEEN
THEORETICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL
VALUES (TANGENT TRACK)

,

ITEM THEORY EXPTL.

BlmI~ ID'f£PAlUf£ INCffASE t1TB (oF) 135.9 146.2
I

PREBUCKLI NG CENTRAL ZONE 336.6 308.4
!

FORCE· (KIPS)
ENDS 230.6 195.8

FORCE AFTER
CENTRAL ZONE 76.6 66.9

.BUCKLING- (KIPS) ENDS 149.6 123.Q

BUCKLING LENGTHS L (FT.) 47 .. 6 49.5
AND DISPLACEMENTS

w
L1(FT.) 18.4 20.]

1

/i\ "'2 W1(IN.) 20.5 22.4

~IL: 2L
1 W2<1N. ) 8.7 5.5

PREBUCKLING LONG. U1<I N. ) +0.43 +0.2Q
END DISPLACEMENT

POSTBUCKLING LONG. U1<I N. ) +0.16 +0.16END DISPLACEMENT

PREBUCKLING LONG.
U3<1 N. ) +0.12 +0.16DISPLACEMENT *.

POSTBUCKLING LONG. U3<1 N. ) - 0.47 - 0.43DISPLACEMENT *.
!

i
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7. CURVED TRACK ANALYSES

The curved test track result~ have also been compared to the

theoretical predictions with the parameters as given in Table 2.

only mode Shape I will be considered in the theory, as there was

no change of mode during buckling as was found in the tangent

test.

7.1 TEMPERATURE-DEFLECTION RESPONSE

The theoretical and test results are presented in Fig-

ure 22, showing the theoretical buckling temperature increase to

be 1190 F (66 0 C) and the test value 11SoF (630 C), indicating good

agreement. The theoretical safe temperature increase is 860 F and

is higher than the value for the tangent track due to the higher

lateral and longitudinal resistance values in the curved track.

The theoretical deflection amplitude at the buckling tempera

ture is 19.3 inches, whereai the experimental valu~ was only 14.3

inches, hence the agreement in the post buckling portion of the

response curve is not as good for the curved track, as it is for

the tangent track.

7.2 RAIL FORCE-DEFLECTION RESPONSE'

The compressive force in the rail as obtained from theory is

shown plotted against the maximum central deflection in Figure 23

along with the actual test results. The theoretical buckling

force is about 114 kips (250 metric tons) per two rails and the

test value is 100 kips .( 220 tons). The experimental values

follow the trends predicted by the theory. 'After buckling, the

force level dropped to about 59 kips (130 tons), a 41% reduction

from the prebuckling level.

7.3 BUCKLED WAVE SHAPE

The measured buckled wave shape is compared with the computed

theoretical shape i~ Figure 24. The theoretical and test buck

ling lengths are in reasonable agreement, while the theoretical
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buckling deflections are higher than the experimental deflections

for the complete buckled zone. The agreement is not as good as

for the tangent track.

7.4 RAIL FORCE VARIATION

The force built up in the rail with increase 1n temperature,

as recorded by the strain gauges, is shown in Figure 25. In

Figure 26, a comparison between the theory and the experiment for

the forces just before and just after buckling is presented.

The force bU1ldup atSG
4

location is almost according to the

formula P = AEuT, u~ to the instant of buckling. Hence, there

are no tangential (10ng1tud1nal) movements of the track at this

point. From SG
4

to :SG
9

, the force drops off because of the end

movement as expecte~ in the theory. The force level indicated by

SG
I

before buckling tis smaller than SG
4

, since the former was

situated in the imperfection zone, which grew and relieved the

force slightly~ithincrease in temperature. The force drop from
\' i .

SG
4

to SG g (en~of ~he test section) is an important feature of

the finite track with a finite stiffness.

The plastis yield1ng of the rails at the center, as in the

tangent track, "resulted in spurious readings of the central

stra1n gauge SG
I

after buckling. Again, it is believed that the

c6rrect value of the force at the center can ba obtained by the

extrapolation of nearby strain gauge readings.

The overall agreement between the theory and the test regard

ing the rail force levels 1S satisfactory.

7.5 TANGENTIAL DISPLACEMENT VARIATION

The tangential (longitudinal) displacement of the track was

monitored at three locations. Of these, two (U
l

and U
3

) were on

one side of the track.
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The theoretical pre-and post-buckling distLibutions of the

displacement are shown in Figure 27. The results of U
l

and U
3

are in reasonable agreement with the theory. The maximum theore

tical post buckling displacement is about 0.91 in. (23 mm)

towards the center of the buckle, occurring near the ends of ' the

buckled zone.

7.6 SUMMARY

1. A summary of the important results from the theory and

the experiment is presented in Table 6. The overallagLeement

between the theory and experiment is good.

2. A symmetric imperfection resulted into the Shape I sym

metric buckling mode. Unlike the tangent track, the curved track

did not change its mode during buckling.

3. The test track was instrumented for monitoring prebuck

ling radial (lateral) movement of the curved track. No signifi

cant movement was found. However, breathing of curves (radially

inwards and outwards) with temperature fluctuations is reported

to be a common phenomenon in certain practical tracks.
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FIG. 27 -_LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT (CURVED TRACK)
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TABLE 6 - SU~~ARY OF COMPARISON BETWEEN
THEORETICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL
VALUES (CURVED TRACK)

ITEM THEORY EXPTL.
"

BUCKLIrlJ lB"ffPAlUl{ INCFfASE tlTB (oF) 119.3 115.4
-,

• I~. '''':.- .

PREBUCKLING CENTRAL ZONE 262.2 240.2
FORCE- (KIPS)

ENDS 192.1 202.0

FORCE AFTER CENTRAL ZONE 103.4 136.8 i

BUCKLING- (KIPS)
: ENDS

,
159.5 197.3I

BUCKLI NG LENGTHS L (FT. ) 23.9 ' 37.7AND DISPLACEME~TS
,

- , '

~ ~k 14.3r-- L --i ~ W <I N. ) 19.; , ,

~ "

PREBUCKLING LONG. I

U1 <I N. ) +0;31 ' + 0.20END DISPLACEMENT
,

POSTBUCKLING LONG.:
U1END DISPLACEMENT " <IN. ) +·0, 20, +0.20

" ,.'
i

PREBUCKLING LONG.
U3 (IN. ) +0' •.04 0DISPLACEMENT *.

, ,

, ,

POSTBUCKLING LONG.
U3 UN I) -0,.12 ' " - 0.12DISPLACEMENT _.

, ' , "

-FORCE PER RAIL
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8. CONCLUSIONS

(1) The current theory for analysis of thermal buckling is

adequate for explaining the mechanism of track buckling under

static conditions. The theory is in a highly developed state and

. should be useful to track maintenance and design engineers. It

is now possible to study the effect of track imperfections,

curvature, "finite ll tl:"ack (end restraints), missing ties, and

othel:" relevant parameters.

(2) Successful buckling test concepts and methodology have

been established. The "mobile heating" technique developed can

be used to facilitate rail heating tests on tracks in service.

Measul:"ement and recording data on rail compressive force, temper

atures, and displacement can be carried out automatically. The

lmportance of adequate tes t sect ion leng th was man i fe sted ·bY the

non-uniform force build-up and test section end displacements,

resulting in the improvement of analytic predictions by including

pre-buckled displacements and end-restraint parameters.

(3) Both tangent and curved tracks tested on the Southern
,

exhibited relatively high buckling temper~tures (~bove neutral),

in spite of initial imperfections. The curved track exhibited a

lower buckling temperature than the tangent, a less "explosive"

type of buckling, and a smaller wave shape and amplitude.

(4) To properly simulate infinite track situations, espe

cially with regard to the rail longitudinal force di$tribution,

the heated length in the buckling tests will have to be greater

than 656 ft. (200 m). At low temperature, the forc~ distribution

will be practically constant. As the temperature increases, the

ends move out and the end effects influence larger portions of

the test track. The force tapers off at the ends, the distri

bution eventually becomes trapezoidal at sufficiently high

temperatures.
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9. RECOMMENDATIONS

(1) The track lateral resistance, being the most important

parameter, should be deter~ined as accurately as possible. A

simple and practical measure~ent technique is need~d. Existing

techniques such as single tie and panel tests are not suitable

for service tracks. An approach based on the equilibrium equa

tion has been presented here. Further investigations are

required to establish the reliability of the technique.

(2) The present lateral pull rig is bulky and needs to be

improved for easier handling and operation. The use of a bull-

dozer, from which the present rig derives its reaction, may not

always be convenient and satisfactory as slipping may occur.

Improvements are also needed in the rig for use in curved tracks

with superelevation.

(3) Dynamic buckling tests on tracks with moving vehicles

are required. The buckling and the safe temperatures under

moving loads are suspected to be lower than the respective

"static values." The effect of "precession" waves in liftoff and

consequent reduction in the lateral resistance should be studied,

as well as the influence of lateral loads.

(4) For given track parameters, a design criterion for

assurance of safety against buckling is needed. One approach can

be based on buckling temperature ~TB and a required factor of

safety. Another approach can be based on the safe temperature

~Ts' The first approach requires a knowledge of maximum

expected track imperfections. The second tends to be somewhat

conservative.

Design data should be prepared in the form of charts and

graphs giving both the buckling and the safe temperatures for ~

range of track parameters.
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(5) Only two fully instrumented static tests have been

conducted in the U.S., whereas, the total number of buckling

tests conducted abroad seems to be in excess of 1000. The major

portion of the work done on this subject in the U.s. has been

devoted to the research methodology rather than to data genera

tion. Since considerable advances have been already made in the

theory, data generation can qe made with the help of the theory

and only a limited number of additional tests (static and

dynamic) need to be done to resolve the issues brought out ln

thlS report.
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APPENDIX A

ADDITIONAL BUCKLING TESTS AT THE PLA~NS, VA

The Southern Railway (SR) desired additional information on

the buckling strength ot curved tracks. Four additional tests

were conducted without in~trumentation on the same or adjacent

tr.-ack used in the two majot:' tests described in this n:~port. A

summary of the results obtained in the four tests is presented in

Table 7.

In comparison with the curved track tests previously des

cribed in this report which had a buckling temperature of

approximately llOoF, the SR test #1 had a much hi~her bucklin~

temperature (estimated at 200
0 F). This difference may be

expla ined by the fac ts that the tes t track for tbe SR te ~ t #1.:

(1) had no visible imperfection

(2) had a higher.- longitudinal resistance due to ev~ry tie

being box anchored

(3) \vas in the "as is" consolidated condition and was,

therefore, prob~bly at a higher lateral resistance

(4) was shorter [i.e., 492 ft. (150 m) vs. 65p ft. (200 ro)]

SR test #2 yielded lower buckling temperature {estimated at

1360 F) than SR test #1 for the following possible reasons:

(1) The test track was basically in a newly maintained

condition following restoration after the TSC test,

thus, having weakened resistance.

(2) The rails yielded plasti~ally in the TSC test, and

although the track was re-aligned, a resid~al imper

fection ("memory") would have been built up in the rail
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TABLE 7 - SUMMARY OF SR BUCKLING TESTS*
(CURVED TRACK)

TEST
TB ~TB BUCKLED

NO, TRACK COND ITI ON ABSOLUTE ESTIMATED SHAPE

1 14-16 IN, BALLAST SHOULDER; 240°F 200°F I'

32
HEATED ZONE APPROX, 150 M,; ,

,......-: =:::::,.,

EVERY TIE BOX ANCHORED , •
l..--- 57

I --- ,

,

! 2 REALIGNED) SURFACED) TAMPED) 208°F 136°F
AFTER TSC TEST; EVERY TIE ' /I"

27
BOX ,~NCHORED; 'NO NOT ICEABLE ,~;~
END MOTION ~ I '62 ---I

3 REALIGNED AFTER PREVIOUS S~ 185°F 113°F
TEST #2; BALLAST REMOVED 1 1FROM HIGH RAIL TIE ENDS; II

10
RtSIJLTED'IN PROGRESSIVE .c:::~

I D1JCK~E 100 °F' 78°F L- 1___1

I • rv60
I
~•- 4 I SAME TEST LOCATION AS SR 174°F 102°F

TEST #3; BUCKLED ZONE
REALI GNED TO ABOUT 7°;
BALLAST SHOULDER BUILT UP:

"
~J,

10

_.c:: : :::---.... ' 4

C- , -- 18
1/ -.1 t

i-..-c- I_I
N60

EXPLOSIVE BUCKLE; MODE SHAPE
Ar1P LI TUDE 10/1

*TRACK PARAMETERS NOT MEASURED, NO DELIBERATE ATTEMPT MADE
TO INCORPORATE IMPERFECTION. RADIUS OF CURVATURE = 350 M,
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and ballast. This would result in a lower buckling

temperature.

(3) The SR test #2 was performed on a longer test section

than SR test #1 [Le., 656 ft. (200 m) vs. 492 ft.

(150 m)l.

SR test #3 resulted in a progressive buckle (i.e., ~TB did

not exist) as one would expect because of the combined actions of:

(1) built-in residual imperfection resulting from plastic

yielding in the TSC test and the SR test #2, and

(2) reduced lateral resistance (shoulder was removed).

SR test #4 resulted in an explosive buckle. By reinstating

the shoulder (18") with additional shoulder height above the tie

surface the lateral resistance was increased and ~TB becomes

greater than ~T. Other than the nature of the buckle (i.e.,
s

progressive versus explosive of SR test #3 versus SR test #4), no

other conclusion can be drawn.
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APPENDIX 8

PILOT TESTS AT CHATTANOOGA

In 1979, two pilot tests on track buckling were carried out

on a section of the Southern Railway's Yard in Cattanooga, TN.

Apparently, these were the first tests on track buckling ·in the

U.S. railroad history.

The main objectives 'of the test were:

(1) to demonstrate the feasibility of causing track buckling

by direct electric resistance heating of rails, the

current being derived from diesel~electric locomotives.

(2) to obtain a qualitative understanding of the buckling

mechanism, in particular, its sensitivity to track

imperfectlons,-

(3) to asSess instrumentation requirements for future tests

for quantitative studies.

Prior to the tests,tw6 GP38-2 locomotives were modified; the. .
same modification procedure was followed in the later tests at

The Plctlns, VA, as described in the document [18]. The locomo

tives were stationed at one end of the test section, and a

locomotive and hopper cars at the other end, with the hope of

providing som~ restraints against possible longitudinal movements

at the end of the test section.

Test Site Description and Preparation

The test'sectioh selected was a 328-ft.-long (100 m) CWR wood

tie track located in the Southern Railway Systems' Butts yard in

Chattanooga. The test section contained 165 ties, slag ballast

with an approximate shoulder 'width of 8 in. on the weaker

(west rail) side, and 112 Ib AREA rail. This section ran north-
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south, bordered by a bridge on the north and a crossing at the

south end.

A .leek pr ior to testing, the rails in the test section were

cut and de-stressed at 59°F, anchors were re-applied at every

other tie ·and fou~ insulated joints were installed at the ends.

The test section could be described as nearly perfectly straight

with a ba reI y discern ible "bulge" toward the wes t, wi th three

minor local misalignments (one at each end and one in the

middle).

Test Section Instrumentation and Deployment

.Instrumentation 'consisted of five lateral displacement trans

ducers deployed in the central portion of test section approxi

mately 20 fBet apart, four longitudinal displacement transducers

(one on each rail at both ends), and 10 resi~tance temperature

transducers (five on each rail) approximately 80 feet apart. All

data were continuously recorded on strip chart and analoq tape.

Center displacement and temperature were monitored and tabulated

via dlgital voltmeter. In addition, stakes .driven into the

ground and connected by taut string were utilized to record pre

and post-buckling shapes. Other measurements included monitoring

vertical liftoff, relative longitudinal rail to tie motions, and

rall frequency response to axial load.

First Test (nominal~y straight track)

The first test~un comm~nced at 10:20 a.m. on December 18,

1979, at an ambient temperature of 320 F and at a rail temperature

of about 400 F. Prior to test initiation, the loose spikes (on

approximately 50 ties) were driven in. In the center zone where

some rail uplift. vIas observed, the ties were slightly lifted and

spi ked down.,

Nothing noticeable was observed up to about a rail tempera-
o 0ture of 150. At about 180 F, the end regions (about 60 feet

from each end) exhibited about 1/8" to 1/4" relative longitudinal
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rail to tie displacement, the ends being about 1/4 in. At 260°F,

relative rail to tie displacements increased to about !/2 in. At

303
0

F with a sudden violent bang, a sudden longitudinal shift

toward the north occurred in the central region with a ~imulta

neous buckle at the north end of the test zone. The buckled

shape was of the Shape III type. The total heating time was

approximately one hour.

The buckle occurred directly In front of the end restraint

locomotive; the .insulated joints suffered some rotation and rails

under the locomotive a slight misalignment. Approximate length

of the buckle was 70 feet and approximate amplitudes of the first

and second waves were 27 inches and 20 inches respectively. A iongi

tudinal shift of about 1 inch and 2 inches at 130 ft~ and 100 ft; from

the joint, respectively, could be observed after the buckie. The

estimated axial force induced in the raiis prior to bUCkling was

about 262 tons per rail. The location of the anticipated buckle

was not known a priori; its occurrence near the end restraint

locomotive suggests that the laterally weakest portion of the

track was in that zone. It is possible that the installed

joints, coupled with some vertical uplift induced by the end

restraInt dead.weight, and the presehce of a slight lateral

misalignment caused this local weakening.

Second Test (imperfect track)

The buckled section in test #1 was "repaired" by pushing: the

track back in to the s tr-a igh t shape. In o,rder to' prev8Fl·t buck! tng

from re-occurring in this weakened zone dUTing the second test~ two 19'

rail segments were spiked adjacent to ex~st~ng rafls to pro-

vide additional strength. Additionally, two backhoe vehicles

were positioned against the rails dur~ng the second test to

provide added lateral restraint.

'I'o ind uce the buckle In a prescr ibed' loca'tion' <iJ:urimg the

second test, a track lateral misal ignment of 2-]1/2' in,. 0ver a' length'

of 56 ft. was induced. The second test commenced! a,t 3,:\00 l p.m,.;
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the r~ils had already cooled down to 69 0 F. At the rail tempera

ture of 1720 F (heating time of about 25 minutes), the track

buckled out at the 2-1/2" misalignment' in an a'symmetrical mode

shape III with a maximum amplitude of 14".

Conclusions

The following conclusions are drawn from the two tests.

(I) . Two locomotlves' are capable of developing' the power

required (7,000 amperes at about SO volts) for track buckling; an

average heating rate of about 5
0

F/min. was maintained throu~h the

test.

( 2) A near ly " per fec t II, track (very sl igh t lateral imperfec

tiort~) req~ired a very high temperature change to induce buckling

(of the order of 245°F).'

(3) The influence of art artificially induced 2.5 inches of

lateral ~isali~n~ent over a chord length of 56 feet resulted in a

more than'SO ~eicent reJoction in the b~ckling temperature as

compared to the'" per fee t" track.
!

(4) The locomotives and the hopper car could not provid~

enough restraint against longitudinal movements of the rail at

the ends. The test length, 328 ft. (100 m), might not be

sufficient.
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APPENDIX C

PHOTOGRAPHS OF THE PLAINS, VA, TRACK BUCKLING TESTS
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PHOTO. 1 - CURVED TEST SITE

PHOTO. 2 - TANGENT TEST SITE
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PHOTO. 3 - INITIAL MISALIGNMENT SETTING AND
LATERAL RESISTANCE MEASUREMENT

PHOTO. 4 - LOCOMOTIVE/ RAIL HEATING
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PHOTO. 5 - STRAIN GAUGE SET~UP

PHOTO. 6 - APPARATUS FOR SETTING INITIAL
IMPERFECTION AND MEASUREMENT
OF LATERAL RESISTANCE
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PHOTO. 7 - BUCKLED WAVE SHAPE III (TANGENT TRACK)

PHOTO. 8 - BALLAST DISTURBANCE 'FROM BUCKLED SHAPE
(TANGENT TRACK)
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PHOTO. 9 BUCKLED WAVE SHAPE I (CURVED TRACK)

PHOTO. 10- BUCKLED WAVE SHAPE FROM CURVED TEST
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